
NACA Inspired Schools Network
Coordinator, Network Operations

About NISN
The mission of the NACA Inspired Schools Network (NISN) is to transform Indigenous Education by 
engaging communities, building networked schools dedicated to academic excellence and cultural 
relevance, and serving Native American students from early learning to adulthood so that they are 
secure in their identity, healthy, and holistically prepared as lifelong learners and leaders in their 
communities. NISN's primary goal is to collaborate with partners and catalyze communities to 
establish and support a community-driven network of high-performing schools for traditionally 
underserved Native American students that embraces academic excellence while drawing upon and 
preserving unique identities, languages, and cultures.

Full Time, Non-Exempt Position
Salary: Based upon experience. NISN anticipates the salary range for this role will be $40k-$50k. 
Benefits include medical, dental, vision, life insurance, and paid time off.
Location: Albuquerque, New Mexico
Closing Date: Open until filled
Preferred Start Date: As soon as possible

Overview: NISN’s Coordinator of Network Operations will coordinate a U.S. Department of Education 
federal grant project focused on supporting facilities financing for charter schools (with a focus on 
schools located in rural and tribal areas), develop materials to capture and share lessons across the 
Network, and support NISN’s fellowship programming.

The successful candidate will be a quick learner who is excited to work on a fast-paced, 
entrepreneurial team. We are particularly interested in candidates who take a high-level of personal 
responsibility for their work, who love bringing out the best in others, and who are motivated by 
making an impact in transforming educational systems. All NISN staff members must have high 
alignment to the NISN core values of Culture, Community/Service, Perseverance, Responsibility, 
Respect, and Reflection. If you are a skilled generalist who is looking for an entry-level opportunity 
with growth potential within a high-performing nonprofit organization, we would love to talk to you!

The Coordinator, Network Operations serves as direct program support to NISN’s Director of Facilities
and Fellowship Director. Duties include overseeing communications with partner contractors and 
schools; monitoring project goals and objectives; tracking relevant grant spending; scheduling site 
visits and trainings; assisting with reports; updating NISN’s website and Indigenous Resource Hub; 
meeting all deadlines for project coordination and implementation; assisting in facilities and 



personnel logistics; and coordinating logistics for convenings. This position will also assist with review 
of knowledge products (manuals, guides, forms) and assist with disseminating information to state, 
national, and federal stakeholders and charter school organizations. 

Primary Responsibilities:
 Serve as direct program support to the Director of Facilities and the Fellowship Director
 Help coordinate logistics for program convenings
 Oversee communications with partner contractors and schools
 Monitor project goals and objectives
 Track relevant grant spending and identify opportunities to efficiently and effectively use 

funds
 Schedule, coordinate, and prepare materials and logistics for grant meetings and training 

events
 Assist with reporting requirements
 Update NISN’s website and Indigenous Education Resource Hub
 Assist the Project Director in meeting deliverables of a federal grant
 Manage the project’s work plan and shared resources on Google Drive
 Order, purchase and process invoices, and track all grant expenditures on a weekly basis
 Research and secure event spaces, lodging, meals, transportation 
 Monitor progress toward work plan goals, objectives, and deliverables, and notify the Project 

Director and team of any approaching or passed deadlines

 Provide general support to the NISN Staff and project partners

Competencies:

 Works as part of a team and must be highly collaborative
 Holds strong alignment with NISN core values as a professional at the center of the 

work (Culture, Community/Service, Perseverance, Responsibility, Respect, Reflection)
 Thinks systemically in terms of efficiency and effectiveness
 Accepts responsibility and is self-motivated and solutions-oriented
 Has experience in project management, grant management, and/or communication
 Displays exemplary detail orientation, multi-tasking and time management skills
 Demonstrates consistent follow up and follow through
 Proficiency in Microsoft Office programs and internet research
 Strong interpersonal skills and able to share information with all levels of management
    Experience working with Indigenous communities is preferred.
 Bachelor’s degree or Master’s degree preferred; relevant work experience will be considered

Training will be provided to orient the new employee to the mission and goals of the NISN. The 
candidate will need to demonstrate a high level of initiative. This role will require limited travel in 
Albuquerque with potential for minimal in-state and out of state travel (reimbursed for associated 
travel costs); 95% of the work will be at the main campus in Albuquerque, NM. There will be potential
schedule aberrations to meet the needs of the fellows that periodically require working weekends 
and/or evenings.

Submit cover letter and resume to Daniel Ulibarri at daniel@nacainspiredschoolsnetwork.org  .  
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